
Espionage in Star Trek Adventures 
Modified from Espionage Conflict rules in Dune: Adventures in the Imperium by Modiphius Ent. 

Moving Through the Tangled Web: Zones in Espionage Conflict 
In physical conflicts, characters and starships move through physical zones such as a hallway or the 
orbit of a planet. In Espionage Conflicts these zones are more nebulous. Each zone represents a 
person, a group, or a physical location as needed. Main and Supporting Characters will move 
through these abstract zones as they infiltrate a location or organization, or they will send their 
NPC assets out into the zones to work in tandem. Just as with physical zones, there are links 
between these Espionage zones showing which provide avenues for accessing others and which are 
cut off from certain areas. 

For example, consider the case of a Starfleet Intelligence officer arriving at a Romulan colony and 
attempting to contact the pro-Unification underground movement. If they could transport down 
and immediately knock on the door of the movement leader you can bet the Tal Shiar would have 
already done that. Contact will be done through a series of intermediaries until the Starfleet officer 
eventually reaches the leadership they want to talk to. They will land at a transport hub and use 
their tricorder to meet with an operative on the ground. From there they will make contact with the 
cell itself, go to a safehouse without alerting the locals, and then (assuming it’s all gone smoothly) 
meet with the leader. Graphically, it could look something like this: 

 
Each of these zones is a potential source of information and it takes planning to move from one to 
the other.  

Operational Security: Tools of Espionage 
In Espionage Conflict there are pieces of equipment to be used as well as actions that can taken by 
Main Characters, Supporting Characters, and other NPCs. In many cases, these other NPCs won’t be 
utilized the way that NPCs normally are Personnel and instead function like equipment (see 
Personnel on page 185 of the Star Trek Adventures core rulebook). On the other hand, all of these 
tools are also in use for opposing Espionage efforts and the GM will use these tools just as easily as 
the players. 

Spies 
Agents of intelligence services have the training and experience to be the most effect tools of an 
Espionage effort. They are involved due to loyalty, a controlling hold, or even a mercenary contract 
but there is more at stake for them than just this mission. The most obvious spies are Main 
Characters and potentially the Supporting Characters working with them. On the GM’s side these 
characters’ counterparts will be portrayed by Major and Notable NPCs who are taking active roles 
against them. In a given Espionage Conflict between two intelligence agencies there might be 
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hundreds of people involved in collecting and passing along information but only a few spies on 
each side directing the effort. 

Informants 
Unlike spies, informants are concerned about this mission alone. They might be receiving a 
payment for the information they know or they might be offering for personal motivations such as 
revenge for past wrongs or to protect their families or interests. Usually an informant goes about 
their regular life and is contacted by spies to report on what they know when it’s important, 
although some informants regularly pass along snippets to an intelligence agency to give them a 
temperature check of sensitive situations. Private citizens selling information to foreign agents, 
traitors selling what they know before leaving their position, and low-level employees trading 
information on their superiors to support themselves are all examples of informants. 

Generally an informant will be a Minor NPC who is in a useful position but is sympathetic to an 
Espionage effort or at least willing to work with spies. Contacts in a friendly movement or agents of 
an antagonistic group willing to turn traitor for some benefit are both contacts, though highly 
placed ones might actually be Notable NPCs. Most of the time these informants will actually 
function as Personnel and mechanically function as Advantages or Complications for rolls. 

Surveillance Devices 
When putting actual people in place is too difficult or dangerous, intelligence services can instead 
deploy surveillance devices to gather data. With rapidly advancing technologies, the possibilities for 
surveillance devices in Star Trek Adventures are almost limitless depending on what you’d like to 
see in your game. Devices might record audio, visual data (including various wavelengths), 
radiation levels, transporter signals, active scans, or even the presence or absence of lifesigns. To 
avoid detection by security (see below), surveillance devices will tend to be passive (monitoring 
what’s happening around them) instead of active (sending out scans). 

For Tasks, surveillance devices will work as Assets for those attempting espionage and 
Complications for trying to prevent espionage. Having multiple surveillance measures in place or 
having a linked system can create additional Traits (Assets or Complications) which spies and 
informants can use when making Espionage Tasks. 

Security Measures 
Security measures are the opposite of surveillance devices: technology that is meant to prevent 
spying rather than assist it. As with surveillance technology, reasonable security capabilities 
depends on the need of your game and few canonical limits exist. Except in very rudimentary 
situations like temporary encampments, security measures will be a combination of guard stations, 
security sweeps, and security technology. 

Technologic security measures are the inverse of surveillance devices and will function as 
Complications for those attempting espionage and Assets for trying to prevent espionage. These 
are individual monitoring systems (cameras, transport detectors, etc) and when linked in a security 
grid that is its own Complication or Asset. Security guards stationed in specific places or on patrol 
are normally Personnel, although spies operating in the zone can also be part of this. Normally 
security measures will be opposition to a Task to gather information but if the area is on alert they 
can make security sweeps and put the infiltrators on the defensive. 



Actions in Espionage 
In general, actions in Espionage Conflict parallel the actions for combat (Star Trek Adventures, p. 
172) and are split into Minor Actions and Tasks. 

Minor Actions 
In a Turn of Espionage Conflict, a character can make one Minor Action and gain extra ones with 
Momentum spends.  

• Movement: The character moves to an adjacent Espionage zone. 
• Subtlety: The character plans carefully before acting and may re-roll a single d20 made on 

an Espionage Task before the start of their next Turn. 

Espionage Tasks 
Characters are limited to one Espionage Task in a Turn unless they spend a Determination to take a 
second or they spend two Momentum from a successful Task to attempt a second Task with an 
increased Difficulty (see page 172-173 of the Star Trek Adventures core rulebook for more 
information). The Direct Task can also be used in some Espionage Conflict situations. Unless there’s 
a specific reason otherwise, these actions can only be used on characters and information in the same 
Espionage zone as the character performing the action. 

• Assist: The character helps an ally to give them an advantage in their espionage efforts. This 
works identically to the Assist Task described on Star Trek Adventures page 173. 

• Create Advantage: The character can attempt a Difficulty 2 Task to create an Advantage 
(including deploying surveillance devices or security measures) the same as in Combat. This 
can also be done defensively to establish security sweeps or establish cover identities. 

• Direct: When there is a leader for an espionage team or security force, that character can 
Direct characters to attempt a Task as in Combat. 

• Disrupt: A character (but not Personnel) can use their action to impeded the opposition. 
Infiltrating teams can create distractions as cover while security forces can make it more 
difficult for spies and informants to operate. This is a Reason + Security Task with Difficulty 
0 which increases the Difficulty of Espionage Tasks in the same zone until the character’s 
next Turn. 

• Expose: Characters (but not Personnel) in security forces can attempt to reveal the identity 
of spies with this action, as described below. 

• Gather Intelligence: This is an observation Task to collect information to carry back to 
your intelligence service. It is a central task and so discussed below. 

• Overcome Obstacle: The character makes a roll to convince a contact, bypass security, or 
otherwise move past some problem. The Attribute and Discipline depend on the situation 
and the Difficulty is typically 2 but can be modified as needed (and will also be modified by 
Assets and Complications). 

• Pass or Ready: The character can choose to take no action or delay their Turn until a 
specific situation as in Combat. 

Gather Intelligence 
When characters are within a zone and want to collect information on opposing forces they Gather 
Information. If there is no opposing character in the same zone as the intelligence-gather character 
this is Control + Security Task with a Difficulty of 1 (modified by any Assets, Complications, or 



Personnel in use). If an adversarial character is in the same zone this is instead an Opposed Task. 
The active (infiltrating) character still uses Control + Security but the reactive (opposing) character 
uses Insight + Security. Both Tasks are Difficulty 1. 

If the active character succeeds, or succeeds more than the reactive character, can use Momentum 
to Obtain Information (Star Trek Adventures, p. 85) about the target if their Espionage. They can 
only learn information that they could reasonably obtain in their current circumstances (they 
couldn’t find out about the Klingon Chancellor’s personal habits sneaking around on Rura Penthe, 
for example) but otherwise they can learn about one detail per Momentum spent. 

If neither character is successful then the operation gains no valuable information, but if the 
reactive character is the only successful one or does better than the active character they can put 
their Momentum gains towards the active character’s Exposure work track (see below). 

Secret Projects and Complex Operations 
In some cases, a simple roll might not be enough to learn about a target. Operations to learn about 
new technologies, complex political situations, or other large-scale targets can be handled as 
Extended Tasks instead. As described on pages 90-91 of Star Trek Adventures, this sort of operation 
has a work track ranging from five to twenty (usually reflecting the size of the operation in terms of 
people and locations involved) and a Magnitude of 1 to 5 (depending on how complicated the target 
is). Military targets or other intelligence services will often have Resistances of 1 to 3 depending on 
their sophistication. 

Exposing Spies 
If security forces are aware of an espionage effort operating in their jurisdiction, they can attempt 
to root out spies. This is an Extended Task with a work track equal to the reactive character’s 
Insight Attribute and a Magnitude equal to the spy’s Security Discipline (to a maximum of 3). An 
active character attempts a Daring + Security Task (Difficulty 2) opposed by the spy’s Control + 
Security (Difficulty 1). If the active character fails, regardless of the spy’s success, the attempt fails 
and no progress is made on the work track. If the active character succeeds and the spy either fails 
or generates fewer Momentum, as usual for an Opposed Task, the active character can spend 
Momentum to advance the work track. Spies in this situation will only have Resistance very rarely. 

This same process can be used to expose the identity of informants but they are usually less adept 
and the work track for Exposing them is half their Control Attribute (rounded up) with no 
Magnitude. 

When a spy leaves an Espionage Conflict their Exposure work track resets to zero, although they 
are also unable to personally engage in the Espionage Conflict. 
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